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ACCESSING CONTEXT

To access Context:
1. Login to your Lexis Advance® Quicklaw® account: https://advance.lexis.com/
2. Use the Product Switcher       to access Context

3. The Context main landing page will appear where you can start running a search.

tel:1 (800) 387-0899
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ABOUT CONTEXT JUDGE ANALYTICS

Context Judge Analytics help you craft better court documents by giving you access to the language that is most 
likely to resonate with your judge-language your judge uses regularly in granting or denying motions like the one you 
might be working on right now. You can also gain insights into other judges and cases your judge cites most often and 
finds most persuasive. Context uses textual analytics to uncover the citations and language courts and judges rely on 
most often, as well as reveal the motion outcome and the rates for granting or denying specific motions.

SEARCHING FOR A JUDGE

As soon as you begin typing, the word wheel/auto-suggest will populate judges’ names. 

You can select the judge’s name you wish to search. If you do not see the judge’s name you are looking for, you can 
click on the red magnifying glass to run a search and see all relevant names. 

You can also access the judge profile directly by clicking on the drop-down arrow on the right side of the search box 
and then select Judge. 

tel:1 (800) 387-0899
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JUDGE OVERVIEW

An Overview appears by default when a particular judge is selected from the search results, showing a snapshot of 
the judge’s experience and activity over time, including:

Judicial Experience

Experience as a lawyer prior to taking the bench

Education 

Contact Information 

Judge’s Opinions by Areas of Law and Opinions Per Year which will help you understand the judge’s background 
and experience in similar cases.

Link to this page to share this profile or revisit it at a later time.

Create a full or customer report to export and share judge analytics with colleagues.

tel:1 (800) 387-0899
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JUDGE MOTION LANGUAGE

You can view the motion language for a particular judge by choosing Analytics      from the overview page, and 
Motion Language       from the Analytics page. Motion language provides the following: 

Interactive motion outcomes chart: Examine a judge’s rulings on a specific motion type and view an associated 
case list for that motion type. Motion outcomes are based on opinions written by trial and court judges at both 
the federal and provincial level. Context does not currently detect appellate reversals of trial court motion 
decisions.

The Filters drop-down allows you to narrow by keyword, practice area, timeline or court. 

Analyzing the opinions written by a judge, Context identifies the occurrence of 29 different motion types and 
analyzes the outcome of the motion (Granted, Partial or Denied ruling).

View all cases where the judge ruled on a specific motion type and see the exact language used in the judge’s 
decision alongside the motion outcome for that case.

tel:1 (800) 387-0899
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JUDGE CITATIONS PATTERNS

Citation Patterns show you the language, cases and judges that are most persuasive to the judge you are appearing 
before. You can view the Citations Patterns      from the Analytics page.

Frequently Cited Opinions and Judges: View an interactive graphical display of the opinions and judges your 
judge cites most often. 

The right-hand side presents the most common language — exact sentences and phrases — from the opinion or 
judge selected, so you can easily copy and paste text into your motion or brief.

tel:1 (800) 387-0899
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JUDGE DOCUMENT VIEW

In the Documents      tab, you will see all the available Lexis Advance Quicklaw documents such as cases, quantums, 
law reviews and journals, and news pertaining to your judge.

Filters on the left-hand side of the screen work similarly to Lexis Advance Quicklaw and allow you to narrow the 
results list.

Sort related materials by Document Title, Court or Date.

Select an item from the list to view the document.

tel:1 (800) 387-0899
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ABOUT CONTEXT COURT ANALYTICS

Only Context Court Analytics quickly shows how many cases like yours have been tried in a specific court and brings 
to light the cases and language a specific court cites most often. The comprehensive court ruling data shows where 
the court has landed on different issues and what arguments were used in specific motions, so you can build your 
best arguments using language proven to persuade your court.

SEARCHING FOR A COURT

To begin searching for courts, simply type in the name of the court in the search box. A word wheel will appear with 
suggested names.      If you do not see the court’s name that you are looking for, you can click on the magnifying 
glass and all relevant names will appear.

You can also access the court profile directly by clicking the drop-down arrow from the search box and then select 
Court.

tel:1 (800) 387-0899
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COURT OVERVIEW

An Overview      appears by default when a particular court is selected from the search results, showing a snapshot of 
the court’s aggregated history, including:

View high-level information about the court, including Jurisdiction, Type, Website, Locations and Active Judges.

Quickly view the court’s aggregated Opinions by Areas of Law and Opinions Per Year to understand the court’s 
background and experience in similar cases.

Link to this page to share this profile or revisit it at a later time.

Create a full or customer report to export and share court analytics with colleagues.

tel:1 (800) 387-0899
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COURT MOTION LANGUAGE

You can view the motion language for a particular court by choosing Analytics      from the overview page, and 
Motion Language      from the Analytics page. Motion language provides the following: 

Interactive motion outcomes chart: Examine a court’s rulings on a specific motion type and view an associated 
case list for that motion type. Motion outcomes are based on opinions written by trial and court judges at both 
the federal and provincial level. Context does not currently detect appellate reversals of trial court motion 
decisions. As a result, appellate courts will have no Motion Outcome information.

The Filters drop-down allows you to narrow by keyword, practice area, timeline or court. 

Analyzing the opinions written by the court, Context identifies the occurrence of 29 motion types and analyzes 
the outcome of the motion (Granted, Partial or Denied ruling).

View all cases where the court ruled on a specific motion type and see the exact language used in the judge’s 
decision alongside the motion outcome for that case.

tel:1 (800) 387-0899
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COURT CITATIONS PATTERNS

Citation patterns show you the language, cases and judges that are most persuasive to the court you are appearing 
before. You can view the Citations Patterns      from the Analytics page.

Frequently Cited Opinions and Judges: View an interactive graphical display of the opinions and judges the court 
cites most often. 

The right-hand display presents the most common language — exact sentences and phrases — from the opinion 
or judge selected, so you can easily copy and paste text into your court materials.
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COURT DOCUMENT VIEW

In the Documents      tab, you will see all the available Lexis Advance Quicklaw documents such as cases, quantums, 
law reviews and journals, and news pertaining to your court.

Filters on the left-hand side of the screen work similarly to Lexis Advance Quicklaw and allow you to narrow the 
results list.

Sort related materials by Document Title, Court or Date.

Select an item from the list to view the document.

tel:1 (800) 387-0899
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What is your Motion Coverage? 
Our legal language analytics solution covers the following motions:

Motion to dismiss
Motion for summary judgment
Motion to strike
Motion to extend
Motion for leave
Motion to set aside
Motion to stay
Motion to amend
Motion to quash
Motion for security for costs

Motion to vary
Motion to add
Motion for injunctive relief
Motion to compel
Motion for contempt
Motion for costs
Motion for certification
Motion for directions
Motion for review
Motion to discharge

Motion for default judgment
Motion to exclude
Motion for declaration
Motion for revocation
Motion for substitution
Motion for disclosure
Motion to withdraw
Motion to enforce
Motion to allow

What is the breadth of decisions included? 
Context includes over 122,000 motions decisions from across Canada and this number continues to expand. The 
majority of these decisions are concentrated in the most recent 10 years, however, we do have content as far back as 
the late 1970 and 80s. 

What is the breadth of judges included? 
Our Judge Analytics module includes most of the Canadian judges across Federal, provincial and territorial 
jurisdictions. We currently have analytics for over 5,500 judges, including both active and inactive judges.

What Courts are included? 
Our Court Analytics module includes 107 active courts and 130 inactive courts across Canada, covering Federal, 
Provincial and Territorial Courts. 

Are tribunals included? 
We currently do not offer tribunal coverage with the initial launch of Context. 

How do you handle Courts of Appeal?   
Context includes judges from Courts of Appeal and all their related information. However, Context does not track 
appellate reversals of trial court motion decisions and does not track motions at the Appeal level. As a result of this:

• Appeal Courts will not have Motion Language Analytics. They will have Citation Patterns Analytics. 

• Judges who have only served in Appellate courts will not have any Motion Language analytics. However, they 
will have Citation Patterns. 

• Judges who currently sit on an Appeal Court and who have previous judicial experience at a Trial Court, will 
have Motion Analytics from their tenure at the trial level court and Citation Patterns from both the Appeal 
Court and Trial Court. 

On the Overview Page, what does Opinions by Practice Area Refer to?  
This is the volume of case decisions, not just motions heard by the specific judge or court. These are broken down 
by practice area. If a decision contains multiple legal topics/practice areas, that decision would be included in each 
practice areas document count.

I am looking for a specific motion type, why can’t I find it?
After researching which which motions were most important to our customers, the data model was trained to analyze 
the the data for those types of motions. Ongoing investigations will take place to help with the addition of other 
motion types.
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